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QUESTION 1

During implementation, the team found that there is a notification controller exposed for an external service that marks
the order as paid when notification is received. The notification URL is sent to the service together with the payment
request and contains only the URL with orderlD as the parameter. 

What should the Architect recommend to the team in order to prevent the unauthorized usage of the controller to mark
the orders as paid? 

A. Add a customer number in the callback URL and match the customer number against the one stored on the order. 

B. Add HTTPS restriction to the controller start node. 

C. Add an order token in the callback URL and match the token against the one stored on the order. 

D. Add a session attribute and validate it on the callback. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

A developer is remotely fetching the reviews for a product. 

Assume that it\\'s an HTTP GET request and caching needs to be implemented, what consideration should the
developer keep in mind for building the caching strategy? 

A. Cachethe HTTP service request 

B. Remote include with caching only the reviews 

C. Use custom cache 

D. Cached remote include with cache of the HTTP service 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

aclient uses an external marketing toot to manage promotions and coupons for its multiple brands. They currently have
only one brand on B2C Commerce and thev get Import-ready feeds created by this tool on en SFTP location. 

The marketing team completes thedata preparation by the end of the work day. 

How should the Architect handle this import? 

A. Create a Job and define three steps: one step uses ExecuteScriptModule to download the files from SFTP, end two
standard steps to Import the promotion end coupons. 

B. Create a Job and define three steps: one standard step to download files from sftp end two steps that use Execute
Script Module to import the promotion end coupons. 
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C. Create a job and define three steps: one custom step to download the files from SFTP, and two standard steps to
import the promotion and coupons. 

D. Create a Job and define three custom steps: download the files from SFTP, import promotions, import coupons 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 4

An Architect to notify by the Business that order conversion dramatically dropped a few hours after go live. Further
investigation points out that customers cannot proceed to checkout anymore. The Architectis aware that a custom
inventory checks with a third-party API is enforced at the beginning of checkout, and that customers are redirected to
the basket page when items are no longer in stock 

Which tool can dearly confirm that the problem is indeed caused by the inventory check? 

A. Sales Dashboard from Reports and Dashboards 

B. Service Status from Business Manager 

C. Pipeline Profiler from Business Manager 

D. Realtime Report from Reports and Dashboards 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

The Client has just acquired a new brand and wants toIntegrate the new brand s current ecommerce site into a current
realm as a new site. The acquisition has its own Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) system for product data and
inventory. The new site will use the existing realm\\'s Order Management System (OHS) and Customer Relationship
Management (CRM) system. 

What two requirements does the Architect need to keep in mind when creating the technical specification document?
Choose 2 answers 

A. A new customer export Job must be created to export customers. 

B. A new product Import Job must be created to manage products. 

C. A new inventory Import Job must be created to manage inventory. 

D. A new order export job must be created to export orders. 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

 

QUESTION 6

A company that is a shoe-producer is doing Salesforce B2C Commerce implementation. In their Enterprise Resource
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Warning (ERP) system, the products are marked as being one of three types: boots, sandals, and sneakers. The
business requirements based on the type are: 

1. 

The messaging on Product Detail page is different 

2. 

Customers are able to filler their Product Search Results 

The customer\\'s operations team asks about the format in which to send this value in the catalog. 

Which data type should the Architect specify for this attribute In the Data Mapping document? 

A. A custom attribute of type string containing comma separated values. 

B. A custom attribute type set-of-string containing multiple values. 

C. A custom attribute of type enum-of-string (multiselect able value). 

D. A custom attribute of type enum-of-string (single selectable value) 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 7

During a review of the most recent release notes, the Architect finds that Salesforce has deprecated an API that is used
throughout the site. After reviewing the deprecated API usage in Business Manager, the Architect narrows down the
usage of that API to a particular LINK integration cartridge. The cartridge was integrated when the site was first
launched and is heavily customized for the Client. 

What is the recommended way for the Architect to remove thedeprecated API so the LINK integration continues to work
without interruptions, and lowest level of effort\\' 

A. The Architect should update all the deprecated API cats in the already integrated LINK cartridge and test thoroughly. 

B. The Architect does not need to do anything at this time, the API will continue to work with no issues for the
foreseeable future. 

C. The Architect should check to see If the LINK cartridge has been updated already, integrate It, apply the
customisations, and teat thoroughly. 

D. The Architect should contact the company that created the LINK cartridge to fix the issue and provide the client with
updated code. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 8

A client has just pushed a new site live to Production. However during smoketesting. It\\'s found that some customers
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are not seeing the correct pricing on the Product Detail Page. 

What three places would the Architect begin to look for the cause of this Issue? Choose 3 answers 

A. Check Log Center 

B. Check the Quota Status page. 

C. Check the Global Preferences to be sure the settings are correct. 

D. Check that there was not an error during replication. 

E. Check that the cache is set correctly 

Correct Answer: BDE 

 

 

QUESTION 9

During discovery,the customer required a feature that is not inducted in the standard Storefront Reference Architecture
CSFRA). In order to save budget, the Architect needs to find the quickest way to implement this feature. What is the
primary resource the Architect should use to search for an existing community Implementation of the requested
feature? 

A. Salesforce Commerce Cloud GitHub repository 

B. Salesforce Commerce Cloud Trailblazer community 

C. Salesforce Trailblazer Portal 

D. Salesforce B2C Commerce Documentation 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 10

A new project for a Client will involve a few different Integrations to their middleware system resulting in four different
web services. All will use the same credentials to the middleware. Each will have the same timeout, but will require a
separate log file prefix. 

How should the Architect set this up with the Service framework using a minimal set of configuration? 

A. Four Service Configurations. Four Service Profiles,One Service Credential 

B. Four Service Configurations. Four Service Profiles, Four Service Credentials 

C. Four Service Configurations. One Service Profile, One Service Credential. 

D. One Service Configuration, Four Service Profiles, One Service Credential. 

Correct Answer: C 
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QUESTION 11

Which two activities should an Architect encourage the replication team to follow based on S2C Commerce best
practices? Choose 2 answers 

A. Use the undo replication process to roll back to the previous replication if necessary. 

B. Replicate the latest data to Production during periods of increased site use to ensure freshness. 

C. Use the undo replication process to roll back code replications only, not data replications. 

D. Wait 15 minutes after the recreation process completes forthe cache to dear automatically. 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

 

QUESTION 12

A Client has automated builds that deploy the code; however, recent builds started failing with compilation issues, which
are not reproducible in developer\\'s environment. Whet first step needs to be taken to identify and fix the issue? 

A. Clean up build server work space and run job again. 

B. Verify the modules versions used to generate the code. 

C. Verify the generated JavaScript and CSS for the build. 

D. Recreate the jobin the build server to verify compilation issues. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 13

A client receives multiple feeds from third parties on the same SFTP location: 

1. 

Product prices (sftp: prod/prices) 

2. 

Stores information (sftp: prod/stores; 

3. 

Product information (sftp: prod/catalog) 

4. 

Categories information (sftp: prod/marketing) 
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5. 

Content (sftp: prod/marketing) 

Some of the feeds are placed on sftp multiple times a day, as the information is updated in the source system. 

TheArchitect decides to have only two jobs: 

1. 

One that checks and downloads available feeds every hour 

2. 

One that imports the files from Webdav once a day before the data replication, using the standards steps available in
the Job Framework 

Which designis correct for the import Job, taking the steps scope in consideration? 

A. 1. four sibling flows execute steps ki parallel: import products, stores, prices, content 

2. 

fifth flow executes: import categories 

3. 

last flow executes steps In sequence: reindex 

B. 1. four sibling flows execute steps in parallel: import products, stores, prices, content 

2. last flow executes steps in sequence import categories, reindex 

C. 1. three siting flows Import steps In parallel: import products, stores, prices 

2. 

fourthflow executes: import categories 

3. 

last flow executes steps in sequece: reindex, Import content 

D. 1. Four sibling flows execute steps in parallel: import products, stores, price, content 

2. last flow executes steps in sequence: import:categories, reindex 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 14

Northern Trail Outfitters (NTO) operate 200 physical stores. NTO has products that are available in some of the physical
stores and not available in others. The closest physical store is determined based on customer s post zip code when
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they are shopping online. Only the products that are available in the customer\\'s closest physical store should be
presented to the customer to the search results. 

What are the two feasible technical approaches to meet these requirements? Choose 2 answers 

A. Create a separate shipping method per physical store. Use post/zip code to determine the applicable shipping
method. Show only the products that are not excluded from the shipping method. 

B. Create a separate category per physical store use post/Tip code with a mapping to determine the relevant category.
Show only the products from this category. 

C. Create a separate site per physical store. Use post/zip code to redirect the customer to the relevant site. Show the
products from the site navigation catalog. 

D. Create a separate pricebook per physical store. Use post/zip code to activate this pricebook through a customer
group. Show only the productswith price by applying price refinement. 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

 

QUESTION 15

The Client wishes to implement a third party integration that allows for free shipping If the customer Is a member of the
third party service. When the customer\\'s order is exported to the Order Management System (OMS) it also creates a
custom object in order to track additional data before sending that order data to the third-party service as well. 

What technical concern should the Architect raise to protect performance and stability of the site1? 

A. The customer order quota and related retention or deletion needs. 

B. The customer\\'s order data sent to a third-party and related security needs. 

C. The OMS having order data sent to a thud party and related security needs. 

D. The custom object quota and related retention or deletion needs. 

Correct Answer: D 
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